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Gambier, Ohio

Trustees discuss budget for housing
by sarah queller
Editor-in-Chief
The Board of Trustees met on
campus last week for its annual Spring
Meeting.
“I thought it was probably one of
the best Kenyon board meetings I’ve
ever been to,” Chairman of the Board
William Bennett ‘68 said. “There was
a tremendous amount of participation;
there was great discussion.”
Kenyon and the Economy
The Investment Committee, the
Buildings and Grounds Committee,
the Budget and Finance Committee
and the Executive Committee each
devoted discussion to the College’s
liquidity, or “how much capital we
have available,” President S. Georgia
Nugent said.
According to Nugent, many
colleges have been evaluating their
liquidities, and Vice President for
Finance Joe Nelson has been analyzing Kenyon’s liquidity over the past
few months. “We’re in relatively good
shape and we’re increasing our liquidity,” Nugent said.
“We’re just trying to be really
thoughtful about new things we spend

money on, and try[ing] to figure out
where there’s money to be saved in the
general budget,” Alan Rothenberg ’67,
chair of the Investment Committee
and a 13-year Board member, said.
“The big benefit is the budget
only gets about four percent of its support out of the endowment,” he said. In
comparison to other colleges, Kenyon
uses a very small portion of its endowment to pay the College’s day-to-day
bills, according to Rothenberg. “Most
of it still comes from tuition,” he said.
“In general, the Board is excited
about where Kenyon is and worried
about the economy,” Bennett said.
“But, because our endowment is not
as good as some of our competitors’
we haven’t been hurt as badly as other
schools.”
Townhouses on North Campus

according to Nugent, who said the
new development would eventually replace both the Bexley and New
Apartments.
Bennett, however, said that the
Trustees “did not decide to build north
campus housing. What we did was we
authorized the Buildings and Grounds
Committee to move ahead with the
drawings and design to see how that
housing would look.”
“North campus townhouses
seem like a good idea, and once they
were finished, they probably would be
really desirable as the newest housing
on campus,” Laura Paul ’11 said. “However, a lot of students would probably

see Trustees, page 2
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Kenyon sophomore
in jail on drug charges
by Lindsay means
News Editor
According to a press release
from the Knox County Sheriff ’s Office, Kenyon student Robert Granville ’11 was arrested last Thursday,
April 23, for two counts of trafficking
marijuana. Granville “allegedly sold
marijuana to an undercover deputy
sheriff,” Knox County Sheriff David Barber said in the press release.
Also assisting in the investigation
were Kenyon’s Office of Safety and
Security, Detective Sergeants Roger

Brown and Gary Rohler, and Detective David Light, none of whom
could be reached for comment. On
Thursday night, a search warrant was
served for Granville’s residence, resulting in the seizure of marijuana in
addition to other materials. Granville
is “currently being held at the Knox
County jail,” according to the press
release. According to the College’s
President, S. Georgia Nugent, Granville must undergo a judicial hearing
at Kenyon before a decision is made
regarding his future enrollment at
the College.

Middle Path Day

“There are some preliminary
plans that we have available for student
housing at the north end of campus,”
Nugent said. “The Trustees voted to
go ahead with finalizing those designs
and with beginning to build.”
The townhouse-style residences,
which would house about 90 students,
would create a neighborhood north
of the Health and Counseling Center,

Sendoff closes semester
by lindsay means
News Editor
Last Saturday’s Summer Sendoff, which featured a concert by
Virginia-based hip-hop duo Clipse,
was executed well, according to
Director of Safety Bob Hooper. “It
was very well-planned, and Student
Activities and Social Board did a
great job,” Hooper said. “We had a
cart going around handing out water, and I think that was a great idea.
We went through a ton of water.”
“I really appreciated the efforts
to keep us hydrated,” Justin Bain
’10 said. “It was great that you had
faculty, administration … the community just helping out.”
For members of Social Board,
the year’s planning paid off. “I think
all aspects of the event went well,”
Social Board member Emily Smith
’11 said. “The weather was perfect,
the food was delicious and the
giveaways were a hit.” In addition
to the free concert, Sendoff featured
booths with airbrush tattoos, a
make-your-own-sand-art station,
raffles and free sunglasses.
While the freebies were popu-

lar—“The sunglasses were pretty
money,” Garrett Fields ’12 said—
opinions differed regarding the
musical performance. “Clipse was
not money, and we didn’t get them
for cheap,” Charley Yukevich ’09
said. Despite repeated gunshot
sound effects and repetitive songs,
“the bass was nice,” Phil Edmunds
’09 said. Clipse bowed out after a
45-minute performance, leaving
many students disappointed.
As the night tapered off for
the students, Safety and Security
officers were at their busiest. “The
peak time for us is after the event’s
over and people start heading back
to the buildings. We have to keep
an eye on people, making sure they
get back,” Hooper said. There were
also concerns about non-Kenyon
students on campus; the majority
of these, Hooper said, were not
high school students, but rather
people who “show up just to create a
problem. That is the reason that we
have deputies posted at the gates for
those kinds of situations.”
The night was not completely
without incident. Six to eight people were treated for injuries due to
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Last Sunday’s Middle Path Day, an annual event designed to coincide with Earth Day and to promote the beautification of Kenyon’s campus, was the best-attended of the past several years. Attendance had waned from Middle Path Day’s
heyday in the 1970s, when more than 600 people participated. On April 26, more than ninety volunteers showed up to
help plant trees, rake gravel on Middle Path and pick up trash. Volunteers included members of the community, faculty,
staff and students; student groups included Koinonia, Circle K, ECO and The Other Side of Silence, among others. Participation was “much greater than we’d dared to hope,” said College Historian and Director of Kenyoniana Tom Stamp,
who was also a member of the Middle Path Day Committee. Next year’s Committee will begin meeting soon, so students
interesting in joining are invited to contact Stamp at stamp@kenyon.edu.
-Lindsay Means
broken glass, according to Hooper,
though Safety “made a concerted
effort again this year to tell people
not to use glass bottles.” One student was taken to the hospital for
alcohol-related reasons, so Safety
“checked on him throughout the
day to make sure he was all right,”
Hooper said. Vandalism was also an
issue, primarily on the South Quad.
“We had a lot of vandalism this year,
a lot of damages in the bathrooms,
broken windows … it just seems to
be acceptable,” he said. “I just don’t
understand it.”
Cleanup was also somewhat

of an issue, Hooper said. “ We
started off pretty well keeping the
areas clean, picking stuff off of
the South Quad, but around 3:00
p.m. or 4:00 p.m. it kind of fell
apart,” Hooper said. “It seemed
like as soon as a few people did it,
everyone just started chucking their
garbage on the ground.” Additionally, Maintenance had to deal with
multiple instances of “cleaning up
after people who’d had too much,”
Hooper said.
The only other potential issue was the reach of the concert,
according to President S. Georgia

Nugent. “Apparently the language
of the rap singer was not particularly appreciated as it wafted over
the Village,” she said. “So I’m sure
that will be discussed at Village
Council.”
Overall, however, the event
was successful. “Sendoff was lively
but under control, and Social Board
did a great job,” Nick Loud said ’11.
“I hope the Kenyon community
enjoyed their time on the lawn and
were able to appreciate all the hard
work and effort [Social Board] puts
in to making this day a success,” said
Emily Smith.
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Trustees: art history building given green light
From page 1

protest any location suggested.”
New South Housing Put on Hold
According to Nugent, the Trustees
decided “to essentially table, for the time
being, a large residence hall on the south
end.”
“We’re not in a position to start a major project, and this would be a terrible time
to go out and sell bonds,” Rothenberg said.
“Until there’s either a lot of donors lined
up who are interested in that project, or a
market that would allow us to sell bonds, it
doesn’t make sense to do big things.”
“That plan is actually pretty much
complete, but it’s a large building,” Nugent
said. “We haven’t raised the funding for it
yet, so for the time being that’s been put
on pause and we’re going to focus our
attention more on creating housing [on
north campus].”
“The College has always tried to be
careful about how we spend our money
and right now this is a time when we’re
trying to be especially careful,” Rothenberg said. “We’re spending money we
can find as opposed to spending money
we don’t have.”
Art History Building to Break
Ground; Studio Art Building Postponed
The Trustees discussed the new art

history and studio art buildings at both
their Fall and Winter Meetings, and reexamined the issue at the Spring Meeting,
according to Nugent.
The Trustees decided the College
“can’t go ahead with studio art right now
because we just don’t have the funding
at hand, but we can go ahead with art
history,” according to Nugent, who said
that previously, “We’d been considering
the two art buildings as essentially one
project.”
Through gifts, the College has
already raised the money for the art history building, so the College does not
need extra funds to build it, according to
Bennett. “The only question is whether
we start the building now or we wait for
a year,” he said.
The Trustees advised that the College re-bid the art history building and
obtain new cost estimates for construction. “It’s probably the best time for
getting construction because costs have
come down, so we’re anticipating that
we’ll see a somewhat lower cost there,”
Nugent said.
“We could definitely do with more
room than Bailey [House] has to offer,”
Art History Minor Marenka ThompsonOdlum ‘11 said. “Right now, we only
have three slide projectors on the whole
campus. I think it would be really great
if we had a new, state-of-the-art slide
projector room.”
“Right now, [Bailey House] is pretty
small,” she said. “The classes are pretty

tight, especially when some classes have
30 people and they all have to fit in one
room.”
In June, the Trustees are meeting
for a retreat, where, “after we’ve gotten
construction bids and after we know a
little bit more about our incoming class,
they will decide whether to go ahead
immediately, starting this summer with
construction, or they might say we’re going to wait one more year and start then,”
according to Nugent.
“There are a lot of people interested
in art history…and a lot of people are really
fond of the professors, so I think it would
be really great to expand the department,”
Thompson-Odlum said. “We might be
able to attract more professors with diverse
styles and interests if we had a bigger house
for the department,” she said, noting
the particular absence of an African Art
professor.
Studio Art Minor MaryElise Topp
‘11 said, however, “It seems counter-intuitive to build a new building for art history
without at least creating a new space for
studio artists.”
Library Shelving to Create More
Study Space
The Information Resources Committee approved the purchase of compact shelving in order to create “more
space in the library for student space, for
study space and for carrels,” according to
Nugent.

Village Record
Apr. 21, 2:01 p.m. – Hit and run vehicle accident at South Lot. Sheriff ’s Office notified for report.
Apr. 22, 11:19 a.m. – Vehicle accident at Peirce Pavement involving visitor and Maintenance vehicle. Sheriff ’s Office notified
for report.
Apr. 22, 10:59 a.m. – Medical call at Campus Safety Office regarding student stung by insect. Student was given ice for swelling and advised to let Campus Safety know if there were any problems.
Apr. 22, 8:11 p.m. – Theft of items from Farr Hall Laundry.
Apr. 23, 12:33 a.m. – Underage possession of alcohol at Lewis Hall.
Apr. 23, 3:05 a.m. – Medical call at Caples Residence, regarding ill student. Emergency squad notified and personnel checked
student but student was not transported.
Apr. 24, 4:46 p.m. – Students on roof of Gund Hall. Students advised not to be on roof for safety reasons.
Apr. 25, 1:33 a.m. – Tampering w/fire equipment – multiple false alarms from pull stations and extinguishers at Leonard
Hall. No smoke or fire found and alarms reset.
Apr. 25, 1:36 p.m. – Ill/intoxicated underage student at Hanna Hall. Student transported to residence and CA’s will watch
student.
Apr. 25. 1:55 p.m. – Medical call regarding injured visiting athlete at the rugby field. Person transported by squad to the
hospital.
Apr. 25, 3:12 p.m. – Medical call regarding student with injury to foot. Injury was cleaned and bandaged. Student advised
to check with the Health Center.
Apr. 25, 3:52 p.m. – Ill/intoxicated student at Hanna Hall. Friends will take student to residence and watch him.
Apr. 25, 4:24 p.m. – Underage consumption/public urination at Old Kenyon.
Apr. 25, 4:49 p.m. – Vandalism/window broken at Hanna Hall, possibly by Frisbee.
Apr. 25, 6:43 p.m. – Ill/intoxicated underage student at Peirce Hall. Student transported by squad to the hospital.
Apr. 25, 7:42 p.m. – Underage consumption of alcohol at Caples Residence.
Apr. 25, 8:27 p.m. – Vandalism/window broken at Leonard Hall. Maintenance notified and will board up window.
Apr. 25, 9:47 p.m. – Fire extinguisher alarm sounding at Hanna Hall. Extinguisher pushed back into place.
Apr. 25, 9:47 p.m. – Suspicious person/activity at the Science Quad. Unable to identify person.
Apr. 25, 10:08 p.m. – Underage consumption of alcohol, Middle Path at Wiggin Street.
Apr. 25, 11:47 p.m. – Vandalism/graffiti on walls at Ascension.
Apr. 26, 12:07 a.m. – Theft of golf cart at Peirce Hall north lot.
Apr. 26, 1:31 a.m. – Theft of bicycles from Old Kenyon by non students riding to other end of campus. Sheriff ’s office notified and persons escorted off campus.
Apr. 26, 4:19 a.m. – Tampering w/fire equipment at Leonard Hall - pull stations and extinguisher alarms. No smoke or fire
found and alarms reset.
Apr. 26, 9:45 a.m. – Medical call regarding student with injured ankle. Student advised to ice and elevate ankle. Student
spoke with nurse practitioner.
Apr. 26, 12:33 p.m. – Vandalism at Acland Apartments/eggs thrown on apartment.
Apr. 27, 9:21 a.m. – Theft of backpack from vehicle at Duff Street Apartments. Backpack located but items missing. Sheriff ’s
office notified for report.
Apr. 28, 12:49 p.m. – Fire alarm at Olin Library. No smoke or fire found – alarm may have been set off by maintenance
working on air handlers. Alarm was reset.

The College had planned to buy the
shelving in the future, but Ohio State University paid about $500,000 for shelving
it could not use, and therefore offered to
sell its shelving to Kenyon for $170,000.
“What that means is that we think we’ll
be able to free up about 3,000 square
feet for student space, and that would I
think almost double the current space,”
Nugent said.
“We made a terrific buy,” Bennett
said. “It was something we needed and we
bought it at a steep discount.”
Accessibility, Diversity Evaluated
Continuing the College’s efforts to
diversify its student body, faculty and staff,
Nugent said the Diversity Committee
specifically focused on “retention in the
science and technology and mathematics
departments.”
According to Rothenberg, each year
the College sets aside money for diversity
initiatives, “and some years we’re able to
make greater strides because we have more
money available in some areas than not.”
“We’re sort of reaching a tipping
point where there’s a more diverse campus
in general,” Nugent said. “Traditions on
campus need to evolve, just like Kenyon
evolves,” she said.
“The question is of course balancing
the amount of diversity one can afford,”
Rothenberg said. “In most cases students
who meet what you’re calling the diversity
test require a lot more financial aid, so it’s
a question of how much aid money we
have available that year, and how we have
to spread it around.”
“We’re getting more requests for
financial aid, but so far it looks like we’ll
be fine,” Nugent said. “We haven’t lost
a student yet from Kenyon because of
financial difficulty.”
“I think the general sense is the
turndown in the economy isn’t over and
we may be in a situation for six months

or a year or two years where students are
challenged to pay the costs of a Kenyon
tuition, and so we’re trying to manage
the College in a way that has a minimum
effect on both its students and faculty,”
Rothenberg said.
The Diversity Committee also discussed how Middle Path could be more
accessible, according to Nugent.
“I think paving Middle Path is a small
sacrifice to make so that disabled students
can travel around our campus,” Emily
Swaim ‘12 said. “When it’s just rained or
snowed, people always complain anyway
about how hard it is to walk on Middle
Path. If we pave it, then we can salt it too,
so we don’t have to worry about slipping
on ice.”
According to Nugent, the Faculty
Affairs Committee discussed what it calls
the “three main things,” which are faculty
diversity, faculty development and salary.
“In diversity and faculty development,
we’ve actually exceeded the goals that we
had for ourselves, but in salary we hadn’t.”
“We want to make sure that in our
hiring practices…we get the opportunity
to diversity the faculty, the staff and the
student body. And we’ve done well both
with the faculty and staff and with the
student body, but we haven’t done as much
as we’d like to,” Bennett said. “But if you
looked at where we were five years ago and
where we are now…we’re doing very well,
and the Board is very pleased.”
“We hoped that 30 percent of new
hires would be members of minority
groups, but in fact we see that over 45 percent are, so that’s great,” Nugent said.
“But again, maybe it’s time to move from
thinking about quantity to thinking
about quality…Is this a place that really has
a high quality of life for all of our faculty
members?”
“If you look at the faculty…we’re way
ahead of where we expected to be at this
point of time,” Bennett said. “But having
said that, it’s not good enough.”

Paid Advertisement
The Pub would
like to thank all
students, faculty,
staff and Gambier
for a great year.
Have a wonderful
and safe summer!
-Al, Sarah, Becky,
Ed & Seth
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Ablovatski, Hedeen, Jones, Millin-Lipnos granted tenure
on,” Hedeen said. “Fortunately, this has
happened more than once.”

by august steigmeyer
News Editor

Next on their Academic Calendar

Four Kenyon assistant professors
have recently received tenure: Eliza
Ablovatski, assistant professor of history;
Katherine Hedeen, assistant professor of
Spanish; Brian Jones, assistant professor
of mathematics and Paula Millin-Lipnos,
assistant professor of psychology.
On Their Promotion
Millin-Lipnos, who has been teaching at Kenyon for six years, said “receiving
tenure is one of the highlights of an academic career. It feels great.”
Ablovatski said that receiving tenure
“is a nice feeling of accomplishment, and it
has been wonderful to hear the kind words
and good wishes of so many Kenyon
friends this week.”
“I’m relieved that the review process
is over and had a successful conclusion. My
wife and daughters are extremely relieved,”
Jones said. “When I told my eight-year-old
daughter that I was awarded tenure, she
jumped up and down, then hugged me
tight as tears rolled down her face. That’s
a moment I’ll never forget.”
Past Experience
Ablovatski, who got her M.A. and
Ph.D. at Columbia University, said she
became interested in Central European
history as a student at Amherst College.
“I started college in the fall of 1989, so East
Europe was on all of our minds,” she said.
“My professor of Russian history that fall
would show us the news from the Soviet
Union and E.E. during class and help us
make connections to the past history of
the region.”
“When I was a high school student,
I really enjoyed math and chemistry,
so I studied chemical engineering as an
undergraduate, with a technical elective program in applied mathematics,”
Jones said. After working a short time
in industry as a process engineer, Jones
went back to graduate school, where he
studied applied mathematics, probability
and statistics. “In 1987, I was a teaching
assistant at Ohio State [University] for the
first time, and that’s where I found my love
of teaching.”
Hedeen received her doctorate in
Hispanic literatures from the University of
Texas at Austin in 2003. Her dissertation,
entitled Cuba: Poesía, Género y Revolución, is a “study of three contemporary
Cuban women poets and how gender
representation relates to revolutionary
ideals in their work,” Hedeen said.“ Ever
since high school, I have been interested
in the Spanish language, the social transformations carried out in Latin America
… particularly in Cuba and feminism,”
Hedeen said. “All of these came together
in my doctoral work.”
Millin-Lipnos has a Ph.D. in biopsychology and her current research
specialty is behavioral pharmacology with
a focus on learning and memory. “I did an
undergraduate honors thesis in the area of
animal learning and just kept going in that
area,” she said.
Why Kenyon?
Ablovatski said that she chose to

Clockwise from left: Ablovatski, Hedeen, Jones. Millin-Lipnos is not pictured.

work at Kenyon because of her fondness
for the liberal arts education. “I loved my
time at Amherst and I really believe in
the liberal arts college. Students can get so
much out of their education in a setting
like this.”
“It’s not just about me choosing Kenyon; Kenyon also chose me. I think we are
a good fit,” Hedeen said. “I enjoy the high
caliber of the students I have in my courses
and the relationship I cultivate with them
inside and outside of class.” Hedeen, who
has been teaching full-time since 2003,
said she appreciates “being part of a
community that encourages intellectual
discourse, honors artistic creativity and
appreciates critical thinking.” She said she
is “happy and relieved” to receive tenure
at Kenyon.
“When I interviewed for jobs, I
could see immediately that Kenyon was
a special place,” Millin-Lipnos said. “The
students here just amaze me. They do
things I didn’t dream of doing at their
age. They have such a well-defined sense
of purpose in the world—it is really very
unique. Working with such great people,
the students and faculty, is what keeps me
at Kenyon.”
“Kenyon has excellent students and
talented faculty who have made teaching
their life’s passion,” Jones said. “That’s
exactly the environment I want to be a
part of.”
Inspirations
“I would say I really became interested in my area as an undergraduate
at Kent State University when I took a
Learning & Motivation class with an
exceptional instructor (who was a grad
student herself at the time),” said MillinLipnos, who remembers a paper she wrote
for the class based on an experiment with
rats that done in the laboratory portion of
the course. Her instructor wrote, “You’re a
really good technical writer. You seem to
really get this stuff.”
“Her encouragement helped me
to see that I did have a special affinity
for animal learning and it persuaded me
to pursue an honors project in that area
and later attend graduate school,” Mil-

lin-Lipnos said. “I have stayed in touch
with that teacher, and I still think of her
as a mentor.”
Hedeen said it is difficult to name
one thing that inspired her to become a
professor. “I come from a family of public
middle and high school educators, so
teaching has always been an important
part of my life,” she said. “Specifically,
my high school Spanish teacher, Bertha
Mansker, shared her passion for the Spanish language with me. She, along with my
family, taught me about dedication to
students as well as to the profession.”
“I’ve been very fortunate to have
many excellent teachers over the years.
They have influenced nearly every aspect
of my academic career,” Jones said. “I am
indebted to them to an extent that I can
never repay.”
“But by far the most influential person in my life is my father, who taught me
the importance of kindness, patience and
understanding when teaching, whether it
be in a mathematics classroom or on the
ballfield,” Jones said.
Ablovatski also said her main inspiration was also her father. “My father is also
a history professor—maybe it’s the family
business.”
Hobbies
“Beyond my work as a literary
translator, I am passionate about music,
books and social activism,” Hedeen said.
“I also enjoy international travel and being
with my family.”
Millin-Lipnos said she loves to golf,
swim and watch baseball.
Ablovatski’s favorite hobbies include
knitting and reading, but she also enjoys
gardening. “My husband and I also have a
garden,” she said. “I’m more of a reluctant
gardener, though, I must admit.” She loves
“cooking and even canning to have fresh
garden produce for the winter. Most of all,
though, I like to travel.”
Although Jones said that teaching
and family life leave little time to read
anything other than the daily mathematics and statistics readings required for his
courses, when he does get the opportunity
for personal reading, he enjoys biographies

and political commentary. His all-time
favorite movie is Dr. Strangelove: Or How
I Learned to Stop Worrying and Love the
Bomb. “My father and I can recite nearly
the entire screenplay,” Jones said. “I grew
up in the Cold War era, and that movie
reminds me that sometimes there is unavoidable humor in the strangest places.”
Fond Teaching Memories
Some of Jones’ fondest teaching
memories occurred in 1997 when he
was teaching a course on mathematical
modeling. “I assigned my students the
task of writing a search algorithm to find
the Titanic on the ocean floor by examining its debris field density,” he said. “The
students really enjoyed the assignment
and they inspired me to invite Dr. Robert
Ballard, the oceanographer who found
the Titanic, to campus to give a lecture
and visit our math modeling class.” Ballard accepted the invitation and came to
Kenyon. Jones’ students presented their
work to Dr. Ballard and talked with him
over dinner. “The whole experience was
electrifying,” Jones said.
One of Ablovatski’s favorite teaching experiences was in her first semester
at Kenyon. “I had a really great group of
students for Modern European Women’s
History,” she said. “Many of them were
seniors about to start life after college and
this was my first semester teaching after
graduate school. We had a wonderful
time together.”
Millin-Lipnos teaches a laboratory
course in which students conduct behavioral studies with rats. “For most students,
it’s the first time they’ve had to handle a rat
and many find it unappealing,” she said.
“This semester, a woman in my class was
lamenting how ‘freaked out’ she was to
have to touch the rat, not sure she could
do it. About three minutes into the session,
I overheard her talking to her lab partner
saying, ‘Oh, I just love her [the rat].’ When
students learn something new about
themselves or surprise themselves with
what they can do, I love that. It’s absolutely
my favorite part of teaching.”
“It is always a pleasure to see the
light bulb in students’ eyes suddenly turn

“I am very excited to be teaching a
course on literary translation in Spanish,”
Hedeen said.
In the 2009 fall semester, Ablovatski
said she will be teaching Socialism at the
Movies again after a few years’ break.
“There are lots of new films and ideas I
have for it this time.” She is also teaching
Early Modern Europe for the first time.
“That will be a fun challenge,” she said. “I
am working to incorporate more Eastern
Europe into the class than has been in the
past—Moscovy, the Polish-Lithuanian
Commonwealth and the Ottoman
Balkans.”
In spring 2010, Jones said he will be
teaching Random Structures, a course he
developed. “[It] rose out of the large number of interesting probability problems I’ve
collected over the years,” he said. “Students
in the course will study the structure and
properties of probability distributions on
various mathematical sets, rather than just
numbers themselves.”
Millin-Lipnos said she is “very excited” to be teaching an advanced seminar
on the biopsychology of memory.
Summer Activities
“I spend most of my summer involved in my daughters’ activities,” Jones
said. “I’m their softball coach and official
‘pool dad’ while they practice for swim
team. They are just now getting used to
the embarrassment of their dad reading
probability books and working on his
laptop under the pool umbrella.”
Hedeen said that “summer is the
time to do what I don’t necessarily have
time for during the school year. I do a lot
of translating and a lot of traveling.”
Millin-Lipnos said she likes to spend
her summers doing her favorite hobbies, as
well as spending time with her husband,
two dogs and a cat. “I also love to read for
pleasure, something I rarely get to do during the school year—too much required
reading.”
Every summer, Ablovatski said
she travels to Europe to see family and
friends and to vacation. “This year I’m
looking forward to a trip that includes
all three, plus some time in the archives
in Germany.”
Other Professors Recognized
Zoe Kontes, Assistant Professor
of Classics; David Leibowitz, Assistant
Professor of Political Science; Maria
Mendonca, Assistant Professor of Asian
Music and Culture; Sam Pack, Assistant
Professor of Anthropology and William
Suarez-Potts, Assistant Professor of History received pretenure reviews.
Three professors have been promoted to full professor, effective July 1:
Ruth Dunnell, James P. Storer Associate
Professor of Asian History; M. Siobhan
Fennessy, Associate Professor of Biology
and Timothy Sullivan, Associate Professor of Physics.
“Like all of us that have a passion
for teaching, we try to pay it forward by
inspiring another generation of students,”
Jones said.
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From burning furniture to stealing Philander’s horse
By erin mershon
Opinions Editor
As finals approach, it’s difficult to recall those days when
the majority of Kenyon students
weren’t hunched over textbooks
in the library or busily finishing
papers in the wee hours of the
morning. Kenyon’s alumni, however, remember their own glory
days spent not in the library, but
rabblerousing, scheming and generally creating ruckus. With such
a creative and passionate student
body, Kenyon has seen its fair
share of pranks. Some of the escapades, like the popular repainting
of the Beta rock, have no higher
aim than simple jest, but others
address serious issues of concern
among the student body.

quirement had never been held
up to examination. “ We didn’t
boycott,” Rubin said. “It just germinated as an idea that took on
credibility.”
Amidst the controversy, several members of a fraternity took
it upon themselves to vocalize
student opinion in a visual way.
The boys brought enough flour
to the Church of the Holy Spirit
to fill the pipes in the organ so
that when the first chord of the
opening hymn was played, what
flowed forth was not blessings,
but flour.
“I am dut y-bound not to
reveal under the vow of confidentiality the perpetrator of the
dastardly deed,” Rubin said. “The
statement was clearly understood
by the administration as being an
act of protest.”

“I don’t think it retarded
our fundraising abilities, judging
by how well we’re doing now,”
Rubin said, noting his current
position on the Board of Trustees. “Looking back, I would have
taken the very same view I took,
even today.”
The idea of the flour in the
church pipes was not entirely
original, however. According to
College Historian and Keeper
of Kenyoniana Tom Stamp ’73,
an alumnus named Tom Sawyer
’39 went in with some friends
and poured flour in the organs to
the same effect described, and as
a result, chapel was canceled for
the day. This prank, however, had
fewer ambitions than the one Rubin describes. “It was just a prank
to get out of chapel,” Stamp said.

the Spring Riot of 1970, the first
one during which women were
present on campus. “ The men
marched to McBride, where all
the women were
living, and there
was a standoff
between the
Kenyon men
and Dean Do ris Crozier, who
drove over and
p arke d in the
driveway when
she heard what
was happening.
She stood there
in her nightgown to be the bulwark against the Kenyon men as
they laid siege to the women of
McBride.”

As mentioned, the Beta
rock is a subject
of many practi ca l j o ke s at
Kenyon. “Perhaps the b est
was the one in
which the Betas discovered
that the ro ck
had be en dug
up and apparently stolen,
leaving nothing behind but
a pile of dirt,” Stamp said. “Efforts
to find the rock were futile—until
someone had the bright idea of
looking under the pile of dirt.”
Alumna Karen Rockwell ’83,
who had a summer job on campus,
spent her free time composing
another Beta rock prank . She
built a frame around the rock and
encased it in concrete. “When the
Betas returned in the fall, there
was a cement cube where their
beloved rock had been,” Stamp
said. “They were not amused. In
the end, the Betas were able to
chip away the concrete and reveal
their beloved rock in all its pristine pink-and-blue beauty.”

As a student,
[Edwin] Stanton stole
Philander Chase’s
favorite horse,
Cincinnatus, and rode
off to rendezvous
with a young lady

Church Rebellion
Richard Rubin ’62, now a
member of the Board of Trustees,
fondly recalls his own role in a
1962 campaign against Kenyon’s
mandatory chapel requirement.
“It was something of a ‘cause
célébre’ at the time,” Rubin said.
“It struck many of us as a burden
that was not justified. One should
have the right to elect where they
wish to worship.”
At the time, with no faithbased organizations like Hillel in
place, Rubin and his classmates
had no choice in the matter. Each
Sunday the y would dutif ully
listen, or, as Rubin noted, “sortof listen,” to the sermon at the
Church of the Holy Spirit. Still,
many students elected to sit at
the top, playing chess or finishing
assignments.
Rubin, then the editor-inchief of The Kenyon Collegian,
gathered his editorial staff to
discuss the requirement. “It was
an infring ement on our First
Amendment rights,” Rubin said.
“We discussed it and concluded
we would take a stand. It felt like
the right thing to do, and we felt
strongly enough about it that we
wanted to write about it.”
The Collegian’s stand on the
issue quickly raised eyebrows,
causing “quite a stir” around the
campus. “We took it on as something we wanted to do—a kind of
mini-crusade,” Rubin said.
At that time, the campus had
a much closer affiliation with the
Church; Bexley Hall was still the
location of a seminary. “There
was a very strong consciousness,
given the roots of the school and
its foundation by Bishop Philander Chase. There was an institutional interest in collaboration
with the Church,” Rubin said. “It
was political orthodoxy.”
Until Rubin and his staff
composed the editorial, the re-

Concrete Beta Rock Block

Residents ‘Tire’ CA

Pig in a blanket—a favorite Kenyon prank.

When President F. Edward
Lund questioned Rubin, asking
if he had had anything to do with
the prank, he gave him an honest answer. He said no. Within
a shor t amount of time, the
Board of Trustees met and voted
to rescind the
requirement.
Rubin received a letter
from the Bishop who sat on
the Board,
who, while not
sanctioning
th e c o n d u c t
of the perpetrator, understood “that the
r e q u i r e m e nt
could violate
what many students perceive[d]
to be their rights.”
“I believe I spared many students many hours of lost sleep,”
Rubin said. “Generations of Kenyon students after us became more
alert in class. They’ve not been
deprived of observing whatever
religious precepts they follow.”

Ellie Jabbour

Furniture Fire
More recent Kenyon alumni
will remember the “Spring Riot,”
an annual springtime event that
continued well into the ’90s and
began before women entered the
College in
1970. “There
[would be]
a big fire
where Middle Path and
the Leonard
[ Ha l l ] a n d
Hanna [Residence Hall]
paths connect,” Stamp
said. “If the
participation
became overly
enthusiastic, furniture would be
added to the bonfire. The event
probably stopped because students were putting furniture on
the fire more than they should,
actually. It stopped being just
broken furniture and became a
little rowdier.”
Stamp especially remembers

When bed checks
were still
compulsory, a
favorite student
prank was to put
a pig under the
covers

Pranks of Yore
Pranks can be traced as far
back as the nineteenth century.
One involved Edwin Stanton,
who would eventually become
the U.S. Secretary of War after
leaving Kenyon in 1833. As a
student, Stanton stole Philander
Chase’s favorite horse, Cincinnatus, and rode off to a rendezvous
with a young lady. Stamp quotes
Kenyon historian George Franklin Smythe, who said “the wrath
of the bishop wa s d issipate d
by the engaging frankness with
which [Stanton] confessed his
crime.”
There is no shortag e of
pranks in Kenyon’s history. When
bed checks were still compulsory,
a favorite student prank was to
put a pig under the covers. Students also started a yearly caper in
which they would steal the clapper of the bell in the steeple of
Old Kenyon. “This was a rather
dangerous affair, so much so that
the clapper was removed for safekeeping and only reinstalled for
special occasions,” Stamp said.

Although first years often
feel they are the first to pull the
wool over the eyes of their Community Advisors (CAs), a group
of first years accomplished a noteworthy prank as far back as the
early ’70s. Their CA seemed to
spend all of his time with a woman
from the Coordinate College,
and “distinctive sounds regularly
emanated from the [CA]’s room,
which he declared off-limits,”
Stamp said.
“One Saturday, a group of
them went on a walk into the
countr yside and found a discarded tractor tire. Inspiration
struck, and they rolled the huge
tire all the way back to their dorm,
picked the lock on the [CA]’s
door when they found he was out
and placed the tire in the middle
of his room with a note reading :
‘In case you’re in need of rubber.’ The [CA] had quite a time
explaining to maintenance why
he needed to have a tractor tire
removed from his room.”
For Stamp, the point of a
prank is to “leave at least one person unamused while others enjoy
the hilarity.” Whether their aims
were political like Rubin’s or purely humor-driven like Rockwell’s,
each of these rabblerousers was
successful in leaving a legacy of
hilarity that students still enjoy
today.
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John Idoine

Michael Evans

Professor Emeritus of Humanities and History
Professor Emeritus of Humanities and History Michael
Evans joined Kenyon’s history department in 1965 and has since
served as an active member of Kenyon’s faculty for longer than
any of his predecessors. In 1975, he co-founded the Integrated
Program in Humane Studies (IPHS), for which he has served as
director from 2001 to 2008. A specialist in the Italian Renaissance, Evans has spent much of his career studying the writing
and philosophy of Niccolò Machiavelli.
“[Evans] was a master of the seminar, as generations can gratefully testify,” Professor
of Humanities Timothy Shutt said. “As Director of IPHS, he was a mentor and inspiration
to us all.”
“In over 40 years of teaching at Kenyon, Professor Evans was a remarkably successful
teacher, especially as a leader of seminars and class discussions on a formidable array of demanding topics in history and the humanities,” Associate Professor of History and Humanities
Matthew Maguire said.
Over the course of his many years at Kenyon, Evans has seen the College undergo great
change but is optimistic about the direction the school is headed.
“In the last few years it seems to me that there has been more of an intellectual culture in
the faculty and student body,” Evans said. “That is something that I have not always thought
to be the case, and I’ve seen that improving in the past five to ten years. It’s something that I
see as critical to the health and vitality of the College.”
“I love teaching, and [Kenyon] is a great liberal arts college,” he said. “It has been a
wonderful place to spend a career.”
Evans is currently living in Arizona “relaxing [and] enjoying the sunlight and the warm
weather,” he said. “I don’t quite feel retired yet. I keep feeling like I’m on a long vacation.”
The Michael J. Evans Seminar Room, built with donations from former students to
honor Evans and his contributions to their lives and to Kenyon, will be opened in Timberlake
House next week.

Professor of Physics

Professor of Physics John Idoine is looking forward to two things
in retirement. One: having time to think about things. Two: reading the
classics, various books and literature he has not had the time to focus on
over the years.
“[I have] too many things to do,” Idoine said. “I want to travel, spend
time with my family and do some reading on theology.”
While Idoine has developed a newfound interest in the science
versus religion debate late in his career, he has devoted much of his research over the years to medical
imaging and radiological physics. Since joining Kenyon’s faculty in 1981, Idoine has “made a tremendous
impact on the physics department,” according to Associate Provost Paula Turner, who has known Idoine
since she joined the department in 1992.
“[He initiated] our calculus-based introductory physics course and [infused] our senior-level
advanced lab program with several new experiments in atomic and nuclear physics,” Turner said.
Since then, Idoine has incorporated new digital video image capture technology into the classroom and brought the seminal ideas of 20th century physics into the first year of the physics program,
according to Turner.
“I’m very proud of the department, but not myself so much,” said the always-modest Idoine. “I
don’t think people are aware of how good the science department is here. We are overshadowed by what
we call the ‘curse of the English department.’ Over the last decade, Kenyon has become one of the best
places to study physics as an undergraduate.”
Idoine is also one of the founding members of The Physics Band, an impromptu get-together
of science majors and professors that has met every Friday for the past 25 years. Unfortunately, he has
missed many of the meetings over the past semester because he has been on sabbatical, traveling to France,
Boston, Russia and various Scandinavian countries, doing research in molecular imaging.
“He is a consummate lab teacher, able to challenge and motivate students to go beyond their
comfort zones, to do more and learn more in lab than they ever imagined they could,” Turner said.
Idoine will remain in the area, continuing his research with 3D nuclear imaging. “I will miss the
interactions with students—something I’ve also missed while I’ve been on sabbatical,” he said.
—Richard Wylde

—Phoebe Hillemann

Linda Smolak

Perry Lentz

Samuel B. Cummings Jr. Professor of Psychology

Charles P. McIlvane Professor of English

Sitting in his office crowded with multi-volume epics
and American classics, Professor of English Perry Lentz
is about as comfortable quoting Milton as most of us are
“Mean Girls.”
To explain why he is retiring after 40 years at Kenyon,
Lentz told a story from Book Two of “Paradise Lost,” when
two fallen angels disagree over what to do after being beaten
by God. One, Moloch, wants to keep fighting. Belial, on the other hand, advocates
being quiet instead, reasoning that if they don’t bother God, he will forget about
the angels.
“That was clothed in reason’s garb, but he was just preaching sloth and ignoble
ease,” Lentz said. “And that sounds pretty good to me. I’m going to practice sloth
and ignoble ease.”
Lentz, who graduated from Kenyon in 1964 with a degree in English, returned
to teach the subject at his alma mater in 1969. He remembers it as a place with
“ivy on the walls, ashtrays in the rooms … and the professors all wore tweed in the
English tradition.”
Lentz is not the only English professor to return to Kenyon from the class of
1964. Writer in Residence P.F. Kluge met Lentz during their first year, when they
studied “Paradise Lost” under the renowned Denham Sutcliffe.
“We were both two killer-diller students in the English department, and of
course we were rivals. We were tied for first in the class; we both got highest honors,”
he said. Kluge has since returned to reading “Paradise Lost,” though this time he is
auditing his former classmate’s course. “It confirms to me that … he has a passion
and authority that he brings to his teaching. It’s rare when those qualities combine
in a classroom performance,” Kluge said.
Danielle Bishop ’11, who is currently enrolled in Lentz’s “Paradise Lost” course,
sometimes waits 20 minutes or more to speak with Lentz during his office hours
because so many students wish to speak with him.
“It is very much worthwhile,” she said. “Lentz is one of the most phenomenal
and engaging professors I have had the pleasure of studying with at Kenyon.”
Lentz appreciates his students as well. “I honestly think the privilege and
pleasure of teaching literature at this college, to these students, has been fulfilling
beyond anything I ever could have anticipated or anything I could have deserved. I
really think that’s the case,” he said.
With regards to his retirement, however, he said: “It says in an old book that for
everything under the sun there is a season. I think that it seems to me it’s time.”
—Susannah Gruder

According to Michael Levine, who shares the same title of the
Samuel B. Cummings Jr. Professor of Psychology with his longtime colleague and friend Linda Smolak, the door to Smolak’s office has always
been open since she started at Kenyon in 1980.
“When she’s here, that door is always open,” Levine said. “People
will come in like first years or just lost, or students who have had parents
that passed away.”
Asked for recollections of her favorite memories at Kenyon, Smolak cited dozens of memories,
all with a common theme: her bond with students.
“I got a degree in developmental psychology, and I have loved getting to know students and see
them develop,” Smolak said. “At first, they’re not sure what their interests are or what they want to do,
but then they develop excitement and philosophies … [Kenyon] students are motivated, hardworking, and very nice.”
“My first perception of her was that she was one of the sharpest and most assertive women I had
ever met,” Levine said. “She was the first person in her family to graduate from college and to get a
PhD, and she fostered my pro-feminist man awakening.”
“Her publication record is unmatched in the department,” said Professor of Psychology Sarah
Murnen, who has worked on many research projects with Smolak. “She has probably mentored more
students in the research process than any of the rest of us … I cannot imagine the psychology department without Linda.”
Smolak has made a name for herself as one of the foremost developmental psychologists, specializing in research in body image and eating disorders, according to Levine. He also describes her as a
“role model,” in addition to being a colleague and peer.
“I became a feminist at Kenyon,” Smolak said. “[When I started], there was great opposition to
a women’s studies program, and there was no childcare available … There wasn’t a domestic violence
center, and incidents were underreported. There is now an outspoken feminine faculty, and Kenyon
is a better place.”
Smolak is retiring slightly early because she is aware she “doesn’t come from a long-lived” family.
“I don’t expect to be old,” she said. “[I’m retiring] because I want to be young and healthy enough
to do things.”
Smolak will still be working on research projects with Murnen and Levine after retirement, doing
volunteer work while serving on the board of directors at an eating disorder clinic in Worthington,
Ohio, spending more time with her grandchildren and three horses, in addition to serving as the faculty
advisor to the equestrian team.
“She is an award-winning researcher, teacher and one of the great developmental psychologists in
the world … She has the skills and abilities that I hope to someday have when I grow up, even though
I’m two years older than her,” Levine said.
—Richard Wylde
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The opinions page is a space
for members of the community to
discuss issues relevant to the campus
and the world at large. The opinions
expressed on this page belong only
to the writer. Columns and letters to
the editors do not reflect the opinions
of the Collegian staff. All members
of the commuity are welcome to
express opinions through a letter to
the editor.
The Kenyon Collegian reserves the
right to edit all letters submitted for
length and clarity. The Collegian cannot
accept anonymous or psendonymous
letters. Letters must be signed by
individuals, not organizations, and
must be 200 words or less. Letters
must also be received no later than
the Tuesday prior to publication. The
Kenyon Collegian prints as many
letters as possible each week subject
to space, interest and appropriateness.
Members of the editorial board reserve
the right to reject any submission.
The views expressed in the paper do
not necesassarily reflect the views of
Kenyon College.

Opposed to self-importance, pomposity, overweening cockiness and general
social order, these trolls are heroes of the
intelligentsia.
Fortunately, Kenyon is fairly immune to these despicable traits. And even
where they do exist, they are balanced out
by an active, if small, troll community.
Most frequently, they appear in infamous
“all-student email wars,” prodding others
on with insults such as “pinko commie” or
bandying about terms like “racist” or “feminazi.” They can also be found in so-called
“respectable” publications, creating muchneeded discussion about black peoples’
laziness and love of fried chicken.
Praise the Lord for these noble souls!
Were they not present, with their magniloquent, orotund bombast, galvanizing us towards new intellectual pastures,
unbounded by practicality, common
sense or even attainability, where could
we, as liberal arts students, be inspired to
develop? This discourse is true freedom
(a key value of dedicated trolls—after all,
without freedom of speech, how could
they disregard community standards
with impunity?), and we must recognize
the brave men who advance freedom over
all else. Especially civility. Or articulate
thought.
Ultimately, “self-sacrificing” is the
only term that can do justice to these troll-

ish community members. Their suicidal
outbursts, far from petty attention-seeking or childish, masturbatory swipes at a
culture they voluntarily take part in, are
honorable contributions to intelligent,
rational discussion. The kamikaze nature
of their missives, provoking us at the cost
of our mutual esteem, must be seen for
what it truly is: not an expression of folly
or imprudence, but an esoteric Millsian
incitement of our evaluative capabilities.
Were we not faced with these challenges,
and forced to cursorily dismiss them, our
standing as an intellectual community
would remain unconvincing.
Perhaps I speak too highly. In fact,
all of us, as participants in this discourse,
share the common ground of Kenyon
College’s campus. All of us can aspire to
contribute highly to the education of our
peers, both personally and intellectually.
Each student brings a unique and equally
valuable set of traits, skills and beliefs, and
we can undeniably agree that all contributions are welcome. But I invite you, O
Kenyon College Community members,
to join us in the most equal of all free
expression. The purpose of the Ann H.
Coulter society is plainly stated: we are
here to ride upon the growing drift of a
culture that positively will not endure the
notion that other people are ever deserving of any respect whatsoever.
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by christian martinezcanchola
Guest Columnist
In coming to Kenyon, I “took the
[road] less traveled.” I was a first-generation Mexican student from Dallas,
Texas with no prior connection to the
school besides Travis Culver, my admissions director, who brought me here to
visit in November of my senior year. I
loved it then, but when I came back in
May with my parents, I was not so sure.
They hated it and could not understand
why I had decided to live on the Hill
for the next four years of my life. They
felt that its size and location were too
confining and that eventually I would
come back home, missing everything
that I had left behind.

Midway through my first semester
here, they were right. But nearly a year
later, they are wrong. I have grown fond
of Kenyon and love it, imperfections
and all. It was nothing like I expected
but everything that I needed.
I say that because life on the Hill
is exactly that—a hill. It has its ups
and downs, and even a few plateaus
here and there, but it always brings
you back to the same place—home.
Kenyon, through its small, rural setting, challenged me to think about
my performance inside and outside
the classroom every day. Granted, it
was uncomfortable at first, but I have
embraced it since then.
My readiness to embrace it, though,
did not come easily. It required me to
open up and share my feelings with
people that hardly knew me. So I spent
countless hours talking to professors,
administrators and new friends about
their adjustments here at Kenyon and
how they did it. A few had no problems,
but many, I realized, had experienced or
were experiencing the same thing that I
was. It was a heartwarming experience
because I realized that I was not alone,

and most importantly, that I was not
going to feel the same way forever.
Which is why I feel like coming to
Kenyon “has made all the difference”
for me. Despite its flaws, my experience
here has been unparalleled. In two semesters’ time, I have eaten at professors’
homes, babysat their kids, made friends
of a lifetime, fixed my car far more times
than I would have liked, lost too many
things I eventually found, volunteered
with incredible children and changed
my overall perception of things. Being
nestled here on the Hill with 1,600
other students from different walks of
life challenged me to learn something
new every day. It opened corners of life
that I never knew existed and above all,
forced me to know myself. Which is
what college is all about, isn’t it? While
I definitely regret not having spent
more time on that paper, I think it is
fair to say that all of us here just want
to understand ourselves a little more at
the end of the day. Outside of Kenyon
is a real world that requires that self-understanding for our own success. And
while that road may be tough, it is one
that will be worth taking in the end.

Letter to the Editor: Animals left behind by students
To all students here at Kenyon,
You are down to your last days.
Time to close the books and put down
the pencils; time to say goodbye to your
classmates, roommates, teachers, coaches
and friends all over campus. It is time for
taking pictures, getting addresses, phone
numbers and e-mail addresses and parting for the last time. After graduation,
some of you will go home and do nothing; some will go on to other schools,
some may travel and some may work all
summer.
But before you close the books and
the door behind you for the summer,

I think you have one thing to do. Say
goodbye to your animal friends, be they
cats or dogs that you have had since the
start of the school year. Now that school
is almost over, have you thought about
what will happen to them at all? Do you
know where they are going? Do you have
someone who is going to take care of
them? It isn’t the animals’ fault that they
are left behind; it’s the fault of the students
who take the animals in. They should take
care of the animals before they go home
and not just dump the animal out. This
is called animal cruelty. Last year, at the
beginning of fall, I had ten cats spayed and

neutered at no cost to the students. It was
out of my pocket and cost $180.
We all took turns feeding them,
giving them water and keeping them safe
and warm all winter, no thanks to you
students. A lot of us took money out of
our pockets to feed them. All of them have
homes, no thanks to students, and the
lady from the Bookstore helped as well.
This is a big, big, big problem at the
College, and it needs to be addressed. If
you are missing a pet from home, you can
go online and look up petfinder.com.
AVI Employee
Viola M. Scott

Pave
Middle
Path
Yesterday morning , a construction crew began the process
of paving the three paths connecting Middle Path and College Road. Conversations across
campus—and through allstudent emails—turned
quickly to the issue of
w h e t h e r M i d d l e Pa t h
should be paved as well.
It is our b el ief that it
should be.
Middle Path is a large
part of what defines Kenyon. The argument that
paving Middle Path would
somehow rob Kenyon of
its uniqueness, or e ven
meaningfully change the
character of the path itself, represents a misunderstanding of what
Middle Path does for Kenyon.
What influences Kenyon’s campus
culture in a fundamental way is
the fact that our campus is united
by one practically unavoidable
pedestrian highway. Middle Path
isn’t special because it’s unpaved;
it’s special because it represents a
guarantee that even on your busiest day at Kenyon, you’ll be sure to
see almost everyone you know at
least once. As small a college town
as Gambier may be, Middle Path
makes it smaller. It would take
much more than a cement truck
to change that.
There are those who argue
that such sweeping changes in the
campus aesthetic, and the financial commitment they would represent, are disproportionate to the
need of the two disabled members
of next year’s incoming class. To
this we say that we hope the College’s accessibility goals are not
to make life in Gambier merely
tolerable for the few individuals
willing to brave less-than-ideal
conditions. Instead of dismissing
concerns about accessibility by
arg uing that disabled students
who chose to attend Kenyon knew
what they were signing up for, we
should aim to inhabit a campus
that gives more disabled students
a reason to sign up.
On the aesthetic point, critics of plans to pave Middle Path
should note that a paved Middle
Path doesn’t have to look like a
New York Cit y sidewalk . The
path can be paved to look like
gravel—more so, if desired, than
the current stone paths leading to
Olin Library and to the Science
Quad.
It is not our opinion that Kenyon traditions are overrated. We
simply believe that the tradition of
Middle Path is not one that would
be meaningfully compromised by
making it more accessible to all
present and future members of the
Kenyon community.
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Grand Total:
Students: 51 Faculty: 51

Ultimate Gambier Grillin’
Participants



Whose face is on the
American $2 bill?

From 1965-1980,
which modern-day
country was known
as “Rhodesia”?

How many #1 hit
singles did The Who
release?

What is the state
bird of Ohio?

What did the
original European
settlers name New
York City?

Jefferson

Kenya

Three

Red Hawk

New Amsterdam

Two.

Franklin

Tanzania

Two

Chickadee

New Amsterdam

One.

Total
Correct

Bryn Stole ’11

Holden Rasche ’10

Andrew Jackson

Zimbabwe

Six

Sparrow

New Amsterdam

Two.

Jefferson

Tunisia

Zero

Cardinal

York

Three.

South Africa

One

Cardinal

New Amsterdam

Three.

Jefferson

Zimbabwe

Three to five

Cardinal

New Amsterdam

Four.

Hamilton

Zimbabwe

Three

Cardinal

New Amsterdam

Three.

Jefferson

Zimbabwe

Seven

Cardinal

New Amsterdam

Four.

Thomas Jefferson

Zimbabwe

Zero (it’s true!)

The cardinal

New Amsterdam

Luke Brandfon ’10

Meredith Ganz ’11

Jefferson
Susan Kempton

Collection Services

Timothy Shutt

Professor of Humanities

Ted Mason

Professor of English

Andrea White
Visiting Assistant
Professor of Psychology
Correct Answer

Though the official Gambier Grillin’ season was won by the students in a 43-37 victory, the numbers can be decieving. Often cited by Collegian enthusiasts (and even non-enthusiasts) as one of
the most captivating parts of the Collegian, Gambier Grillin’ strives to take a cross-section of obscure or challenging trivia from different fields of knowledge. For this last installment, we picked the top
four students and faculty/staff members who got the most points over the past year, and grilled them with questions of a slightly more difficult caliber, in hopes of finding the Grillin’ champion.
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Sam Francis piece lacks an audience in the KAC
By Kelly McGrath
Staff Writer
When asked about the Sam
Francis piece located in the Kenyon
Athletic Center, my fellow students
responded with: “Do you mean that
orange bulletin board thing?”; “Oh
yeah, I hate that piece”; and “I have
no idea what you’re talking about.”
Interestingly, these students are athletes, and they pass the piece more
than three times a week. They do not
know what it is, let alone who the
artist is. The artist, Sam Francis, was
from California, worked during the
time of the Abstract Expressionists
in the 1950s and 60s and was particularly influenced by artists Clyfford Still and Mark Rothko. The
piece, named “Untitled” (1982), is
a monotype, which is a type of print,
and it is not only monetarily valuable but also aesthetically appealing.
So why doesn’t this piece garner any
interest from Kenyon students?
“Untitled” is housed in a space
that is absolutely not conducive to
contemplation of artwork. “Untitled” is located in the airplanehangar-like Kenyon Athletic Center
(KAC) next to the glass doors
that lead to the locker rooms. The
fluorescent lights and the sweaty
students playing basketball or volleyball on the indoor court are quite
distracting, and the rather large
piece is dwarfed by the vast open
space in the KAC. I often go to the
KAC to exercise, but the one time
I trekked down there in my school
clothes to examine “Untitled,” I
must admit, I felt quite odd. Students walking by me would turn to
see what I was looking at, because
it is unusual to see someone silently
gazing at artwork in a space that
encourages movement and does not
prohibit loud noise. Because of its
location, “Untitled” seems to under-

Sam Francis’ work “Untitled,” which hangs in the Kenyon Athletic Center.

whelm the viewer; if this piece were
in a smaller, quieter, more suitable
environment such as a study room
or lounge, however, then it might
have a much different effect on its
viewers.
Francis was a skilled colorist
and enjoyed using a wide range of
hues. Some have likened Francis’
colors to those of Matisse and
Monet. In his article “Fashioning
Nationality : Sam Francis, Joan
Mitchell, and American Expatriate Artists in Paris in the 1950s,”
Michael Plant says Francis used “an
Impressionist palate of prismatic
colors.” The monotype “Untitled”
is predominantly orange-red, but
it has flecks, drips and lines of
other colors, such as blue, lavender,
yellow and green, which sporadically surface in the sea of orange.
In contrast, white geometric shapes
are relegated to the perimeter of the
rectangular piece.
Though it is difficult to see

because of the glass protecting the
piece, “Untitled” is texturally quite
dynamic; the dry, orange paint has
a slight painterly roughness to it, a
texture which is accentuated by the
dried splotches of colored paint and
the squiggly lines which look like
they were drawn with a pencil and
with a very delicate hand. Nickelsized drops of a gummy substance
are sporadically stuck to the orange
ground, and blue paint drizzled on
top calls attention to them. These
lines and colors encourage the viewer’s eye to inspect the vast orange sea
more closely.
After taking a step or two back,
the viewer might notice his or her
gaze moving counter-clockwise from
the largest white space to the second
largest space, only to continue around
the perimeter of the piece, hopping
around the geometric shapes like
stepping stones. The eye might
travel around the perimeter again,
looking more closely at the energetic

This week in A&E
Thursday, April 30

Spring Dance Concert
8:00 p.m. Bolton Theater
Sarah Gridley Poetry Reading
7:30 p.m. Cheever Seminar Room - Finn House

Friday, May 1
Spring Dance Concert
8:00 p.m. Bolton Theater

Saturday, May 2
Spring Dance Concert
8:00 p.m. Bolton Theater

Sunday, May 3
Kenyon College French Horn Ensemble Concert
3:00 p.m. Brandi Recital Hall in Storer Hall

Kelly Mcgrath

splotches of color and noticing the
small spaces of canvas that the orange
paint did not quite cover.
Unfortunately, “Untitled”
seems to have an antisocial personality; Kenyon students pass by it
without acknowledgement all the
time. It is possible that students

would feel the same indifference
toward “Untitled” if it were in a quieter space; it is more likely, however,
that the unsuitable location and the
flatscreen television—located on the
other side of the glass doors—inhibit a contemplative or curious
response to the piece.
Another reason the piece is
not taken seriously is that there is
no plaque or information card near
it. Sam Francis has signed his name
in the lower right corner of the
monotype, but one has to really look
closely to notice it. Basic information, such as artist, date and media
should be displayed near the piece.
In my quest to find out this information, I searched “Sam Francis”
on the Kenyon website and came
up with nothing about “Untitled.”
Shouldn’t we be proud owners of
such a piece?
Kenyon students are uninterested in Sam Francis’s work because
of the location, the lack of information and the non-recognition of the
name “Sam Francis.” Regardless
of its general under-appreciation,
“Untitled” is a piece that rewards the
curious and the open-minded—go
and see for yourself.

Clipse struggles
against expectations
by Bob dorff
Arts & Entertainment Editor

Clipse is a rap duo from Virginia
Beach, VA, consisting of two brothers who go by the names Malice and
Pusha-T. They are some of the best (if
not the best) rappers working today
and are held in high regard by critics
and rap fans alike. Despite their widespread acclaim, their Sendoff-closing
show Saturday night made one thing
abundantly clear: Clipse is not a “Summer Sendoff Band.”
The group came out strong,
opening with “Intro” off the Road
Til the Casket Drops mixtape. As its
name implies, “Intro” served as a fitting introduction to the brothers and
their signature topics of street life and
cocaine-dealing. It also showcased
the group’s impressive lyrical abilities,
which were as stunning live as they
are on record. Say what you will
about their subject matter, but no one
articulates the grind of life as a dealer
like Clipse does.
The show fed off of its energetic opener as the group barreled
through most of the songs on their
last album Hell Hath No Fury. Of
particular note were “Momma I’m
So Sorry” and “Keys Open Doors,”
both of which inspired the crowd to
sing along. Throughout these songs
the brothers were able showmen;
they rapped with a fierce intensity,
they slapped the hands of audience
members along the front of the stage
and Pusha-T joked about his struggle
to make it to the concert after a night
of hard partying.
Aside from jokes about the pre-

vious night’s debauchery, the group’s
banter focused on their upcoming
new album, Til the Casket Drops,
and their record label, Re-Up. As
expected from a group on the cusp of
a new release, they treated the crowd
to a few tracks from the new record.
These snippets prompted the brothers
to bring out a guest rapper, Ab-Liba,
who absolutely dominated the songs
in which he appeared. After delving
back into their material from Hell
Hath No Fury, the group brought
the show to an abrupt close with the
recently released (and stone-cold
awesome) Kanye West-featuring
track “Kinda Like a Big Deal.” As
the brothers left the stage, the crowd
cheered for an encore, only to be disappointed when the group’s DJ reappeared and told those in attendance
that the show was over.
This brings us to why Clipse is
not a “Sendoff Band.” If last year’s
fantastic performance by Toots and the
Maytals could be considered an ideal
Sendoff concert, it becomes clear why
Clipse was out of their element. Hardcore gangster rap courts a smaller audience than feel-good reggae, and Clipse
felt too confrontational for Sendoff ’s
“live and let live” mentality. For an
example of this contrast, Toots ended
his hour-and-a-half-long performance
with his arms outstretched, while he
joyously proclaimed every member of
the crowd his friend. Clipse walked
off the stage after 40 minutes with
a cursory goodbye amidst a hail of
recorded gunfire. While there is no
denying Clipse’s musical ability, their
show on Saturday left me feeling a
little empty.
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Spring Dance Recital showcases student talent
by ben Mcmillan
Staff Writer
“[Of ] all of the dance concerts I’ve been in, this is the most
diverse,” said Shelley Fort ’11
about the upcoming Spring Dance
Concert. After months of planning and practice, the studentchoreographed and org anized
concert is finally going up this
coming weekend. The concert
samples dance styles from classical to modern and music ranging
from Coco Rosie to M.I.A. The
student choreographers worked
to incorporate a variety of ideas
into their dances.
Emma Lippincott ’10 and
Morgan Scudder-Davis ’10 cochoreographed the piece “Shadow
and a Dream.” “This is really a
personal piece I’ve been working on throughout the summer,”
Lippincott said. Employing the
help of Tricia Shimamura ’11 for
costume and art design and Juney

Shober ’10 for music, Lippincott
and Scudder-Davis’ piece consists
of two parts: lost and found. The
first part, in which the dancers
sport pa le white costumes, is
about “being lost,” according to
Lippincott. The second half, in
which the dancers switch to more
colorful costumes, represents the
“found” element of the piece. “I
really think that lost and found
g o hand in hand,” L ippincott
said. “They inform each other in
a way.”
Also featuring the choreography of Chauncey Harrison ’11,
Sara Lewin ’09, Annie Guest ’09,
Sasha Rockwell ’10, Paulina Gutierrez ’11 and guest choreographer
Bill Young , the Concert focuses
on diversity in performance. Many
pieces come from personal stories
of both the choreographers and
the dancers. Lippincott, Scudder-Davis and Fort all had their
danc ers write down p ersona l
stories from childhood and then

Slanguage invigorates
Kenyon theater
by Miles Purinton
Staff Writer
Friday and Sunday, April 17
and 19 marked a first in Kenyon
theater history : a play was performed in the newly opened Peirce
Pub. The play, produced independently of any student group, was
“Slanguage,” and from the first
five minutes of the performance,
it was clear that this production
was unlike anything Kenyon has
seen yet this year.
To refer to “Slanguage” as a
play would be incorrect—as it is
not one in the traditional sense.
It would be better categorized as
a theatrical event, a performance
piece or—as advertised on the
program—a “choreopoem.” This
was evident from show’s opening,
when performers recited bits of a
poem and drummed on buckets.
This was not a play; this was an
experience. And what an experience it proved to be.
The program lists the setting
as being on a train, evidenced by
train announcements and a cast
of characters including a battery salesman and a man down
on his luck, figures familiar to
anyone who has ever ridden on
a New York subway train. The
train setting was soon dropped,
however, and most of the action
took place on street corners, in
a classroom and in a variety of
unspecified locations. Straying
from the expected setting was
a common theme throug hout
the show. The production and
the play itself followed very few
conventions.
Without a traditional plot or
stable characters, the show—no
matter how well-written—could

easily have fallen flat on its face.
This could not have been further
from the final result, mostly due
to the ma sterf ul dire ction of
Jamal Jordan ’12. Each vignette
melded together flawlessly and
effortlessly, holding the audience’s
attention throughout. Jordan’s
cast—Joe Valentine-White ’11,
Daziah Merideth ’11, Ron Maheia ’12, Robby Letzler ’12 and
Shaakira Raheem ’11, most of
whom are not actors—handled
the difficult material remarkably
well. Each actor assumed multiple
roles, ranging from “kid begging
for change” to “MC Satan-Christ.”
Under Jordan’s dire ction, the
cast wisely chose not to tr y to
differentiate too much between
these characters. Instead, each
actor adopted a distinct persona,
which was common among the
characters. This gave the show a
consistent feel, which allowed it to
proceed effortlessly and beautifully. While all of the cast was superb
and imperative for the success
of the show, Maheia and Letzler
specifically stood out—Letzler
with his soulful comedic timing,
and Maheia with his intense presence, which captivated the entire
audience.
Perhaps the most notable
aspect of the show was how different it was compared to any other
Kenyon production, both in style
and in subject matter. For a school
that so often pledges open-mindedness, it was a pleasure to see
something that could put people
outside of their comfort zones.
“Slanguage” was a reminder of the
creativity and talent of the Kenyon community. This tour-deforce was incredible and, without
a doubt, inspiring.

had each person focus on and
become inspired by their respective stories.
Fort, who is also performing
in a piece by Stacy Smith ’09, choreographed another piece, “Le Fiabe,” Italian for “The Fables.” “I’d
like the audience to think about
childhood and its innocence and
sweetness,” Fort said. She chose
verbs from her danc ers’ p ersonal stories and had each dancer
concentrate on a specific move
throughout. “My piece is more
about modern dance as opposed to
conveying a story,” Fort said. “You
really get a sense of individual
movement and lyricism.”

Associate Professor of Drama
Andrew Reinert and Costume
Shop Mana g er for Dance and
Drama D e b ora h Clark a i d e d
the performance by helping the
choreographers design and create the costumes for each piece.
“Deb ora h’s b e en such a g reat
help,” Shimamura said. “I picked
out costumes, and she helped me
alter them and dye them to fit the
needs of the performance.”
For many choreographers and
dancers, dance concerts are an anticipation of their senior project.
“In order to be a choreographer,
you have to have taken either the
first or second year of the course

‘The Choreographer,’” Lippincott
said. This weekend’s Concert offers many of the performers the
opportunity to perform outside
of a class setting , as well. After
holding auditions, the choreographers were able to choose who
they wanted to be in their performances. “I looked at it as a bit of a
challenge,” Lippincott said.
The Spring Dance Concert
will be performed in the Bolton
Theater on Thursday, April 30,
Friday, May 1 and Saturday, May 2
at 8:00 p.m. For more information
or to reserve tickets, contact the
Bolton Theater box office at (740)
427-5546, or PBX 5546.

“Rag and Bone” falls short of potential
by Noah Heinrich
Staff Writer
Noah Haidle’s philosophical comedy “Rag and Bone” has
nothing to do with either rags or
bones. It is a play about hearts and
emotions and the complexities of
having and not having them. The
Gambier Repertory Ensemble Actors Theater (G.R.E.A.T.) staged a
production of this unique play on
April 28 and 29 in the Black Box
Theater under the direction of
Matt Crowley ’11 with the stage
management of Alyssa White ’12.
Crowley did a superb job of
making use of the limited space
of the Black Box. The scener y
was sparse but well-placed, and
the walls were covered in colorful chalk drawings that ser ved
to transport the audience from a
ladder store to a brothel and then
to Bermuda with minimum effort.
Unfortunately, the production did
not take advantage of this ease of
conversion from setting to setting.
Instead of bringing down the lights
during scene changes, the lights
were left up, and each scene began
and ended with a short series of
chimes, as if to say, “the scene is
now over.” The actors entered and
exited each scene as if the lights
were out, which, combined with
the chimes, gave the production a
slightly jerky feel and stunted the
emotional impact of many scenes.
Jack Dwyer ’12 played the
childish but sweet Jeff, who manages The Ladder Store, which,
little does he know, is a front for
black market human hearts, a
business operated by his brother
George, played by Bryan Kurtzman ’12. Dwyer’s performance
was heartfelt and entertaining.
His naïveté was believable, and he
radiated the character’s childish
delight in simple things. His cuteness, however, sometimes overshadowed his character’s feelings.
Kurtzman, like several actors,
actually played two roles; one as
George, and the other as George
and Jeff ’s mother, whose heart was
transplanted into George’s body.
As George, Kurtzman gave a good
performance—full of anger and
exasperation—but he shined more

brightly as the mother, decked out
in a dress. His performance was
genuinely entertaining , and not
just because of the cross-dressing ;
he fit into the role of an alcoholic
but well-meaning mother quite
well.

Jack McKean ’12 and Emma
Farnsworth ’11 played the sensitive pimp T-Bone and his Hooker,
respectively. McKean’s performance left much to be desired.
Though he looked the part to a
T, his lines were a bit lackluster,

Bryan Kurtzman as George’s mother in “Rag and Bone.”

Reed Stokes ’11 played the
Poet whose heart George stole.
Stokes assumed the role of a man
who can no longer feel deeply
and let the character’s underlying frustration at his fall from
grace appear from under a blank
mask. Unfortunately, he kept the
mask on even after his heart was
returned, and his impassioned poems fell a bit flat. Amanda Martin
’12 played the Millionaire (who is,
oddly enough, an obviously male
character), who is the opposite of
the Poet: a man with no heart who
buys the Poet’s stolen heart. As
the heartless Millionaire, Martin
was excellent as a man with no
empathy for others. As the poetic
Millionaire, her lines seemed more
than a little overacted.

wesley keyser

and his emotional soliloquies
were as awkward as his attempts
to bully the Hooker. Farnsworth’s
performance was good and mostly
genuine, and her bawdy humor
got the most laug hs. Caroline
Lindy ’12 rounded out the cast
as both a Customer and a Waiter.
Her appearances were brief, but
her portrayal of the Waiter was
humorous and memorable.
Overall, “Rag and Bone” was
not all it could have been. All
of the actors in it have proven
themselves to be very good in the
past, but their talent was not at its
best in this production. That, on
top of the jerky scene transitions,
detracted a great deal from what
was otherwise a funny and deep
performance.
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Friday

Lords Soccer
Ladies Field Hockey
Tuesday, September 1 at 4:30 p.m. Tuesday, September 1 at 4:30 p.m.
@ Marietta College
@ Kenyon vs. College of Wooster
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First Year Athletes Adjust To College Sports

Women’s Soccer players take the field during a pre-season practice.

By Mark motheral
Sports Editor
While most first years have spent
the past few days relishing their fading
summer vacations and preparing for
a new phase in their lives, the rookie
fall athletes have worked in grueling
conditions to prepare themselves for
the upcoming sports season. Making
the early trip to Kenyon for training
is essential to these athletes, however,
because they must adapt quickly to
their new teams. Volleyball, men and
women’s cross country and men and
women’s soccer all begin their 2009
campaigns in early September.
Kyle Bailey ’13, a linebacker for
the Lords football team, noted the
hardships of making such a hasty
transition from high school athletics
to college athletics. The jump is “real
difficult,” he said. “There’s a lot more
to learn.”
Chris Brown, head coach of the
men’s soccer team, said the changeover
from playing high school sports to

Mark Motheral

playing college sports is difficult because “the tolerance for errors is much
less and we’re in the results business.
[There is] little time for player development because performance right
now is key.”
Bailey said that although adjusting to playing a college sport is challenging, both the upperclassmen and
the coaching staff have been supportive
and invested in the development of first
years. “The upperclassmen and coaches
are real helpful,” he said. “They are always looking out for us. … With their
help, I’ve grown up a lot mentally.”
Sophia Khan ’13, recruited setter
for the volleyball team, said, “I think I
have grown a lot and learned that being
a new kid on a team of oldies isn’t the
easiest thing in the world, and definitely
takes a lot of mental … strength. “The
driving forces behind these changes are
the coaches and team members whom I
know I can rely on. I strongly consider
some to be my first great friends here
and really enjoy playing with them,
wanting them to succeed not just for

the team’s greater good, but for their
own.” Tess Waggoner ’13 also noticed
an improvement in her skills thanks to
the help of her peers and coaches. “I’ve
learned to adapt to new surroundings
well,” she said.
Both the women’s soccer team
and the football team appear to have
particularly strong newcomers. Kelly
Bryan, head coach of the Ladies’ soccer team, said: “We have seven [first
years] on our team and they are all
doing a fantastic job. They are talented
and work extremely hard. They are
providing us with great depth in all
positions on the field and have the
potential to definitely make an impact
this season.”
Ted Stanley, head football coach,
said his first years are “pretty good” and
that “they have decent depth.” Stanley
expects several first years to make an
immediate impact on the team, especially on the offensive line, from which
key players recently graduated.

Lords’ defense swarms a wide receiver at mid-field.

Men’s Soccer player stretches before beginning play.
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